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"Like everyone else you were born into bondage, born into a prison that you
cannot smell or taste or touch. A prison for your mind."
~ Morpheus, "The Matrix" film, 1999
Are you awake now? Please wake up.
Freedom is calling. You've been asleep. You've been a prisoner in your home, in your job, in your life.
Now, those who think they own you have begun to show their true nature.
The velvet glove has come off and the iron fist is now revealed. You were locked down, along with
over three billion other people. Perhaps you are still locked down.
So, now you know. With the thinnest of excuses, those who control governments all over the world
have decided your business must be closed. Your work is not essential. Your job is gone. You'll never
get it back.
Your churches are closed. Your public assemblies are banned. Your restaurants are closed. You cannot
go eat a meal with friends or family in a dining room and be served by anyone. Such service is
exclusively for the wealthy and powerful. You are not allowed to interact with groups except by digital
systems. Those digital systems are monitored and everything you say is recorded, automatically
transcribed to text, and kept in searchable databases by big businesses and government agencies.
The homeless have been taken away. You may never see any of them ever again.
Your privacy has been taken. It will not be returned. You'll have to take it back.
Your freedom of speech, freedom to assemble, freedom of religion, in many parts of the world your
right to keep and bear arms, your right to due process before being punished with house arrest, your
right not to allow the government to quarter anyone in your home (where you are being quartered as a
prisoner), your right to confront the witnesses against you, your right to compel testimony from
witnesses in your defence, your right to a trial before being punished, your right not to be treated with
cruel and unusual punishment, your right to be free on bail without excessive fines or excessive
imprisonment, your rights that are not otherwise enumerated, and your powers that you never delegated
to any government such as your power to own property, run a business, and live your life, all these
things were taken away.
The excuse this time? Some virus that may have been created in a lab in Fort Detrick, Maryland, as
such viruses were reported being created as far back as 2015, seems to be extremely contagious. It also
seems to have a very low total mortality rate (case fatality rate) among the tens of millions of people
who seem to already have it. It is also, happily, very easily and effectively treated with an anti-malarial
drug and an anti-biotic (hydroxychloroquinine sulfate and azithromycin) with impressive results in
hundreds of thousands of patients already so treated.
If you mean to be free, you are going to have to free yourself. Those in power are gloating. They have

told health care workers to make videos dancing and singing and mocking your imprisonment. They
have told national governments and central banks to steal trillions and trillions of dollars for them. All
of these events were planned, or why did over 1,400 chief executive officers of companies retire or
resign in 2019? They knew. Now you know.
Plandemic Was Phase One
All over the world, people have been infected with a virus. The nCoV2019 or "Covid-19" is a novel
coronavirus which may have been released in Inner Mongolia in late October. Early cases are now
being studied which seem to relate to a couple who travelled to Beijing and reported to hospital with
"pneumonic plague" on 3 November 2019. In Wuhan, the earliest case confirmed was a man in his
fifties who was hospitalised 17 November 2019.
No effort to close any parts of these communities to travel was made until late January 2020. However,
the French ministry of health re-classified hydroxychloroqunine sulfate and similar medications as
poisons on 13 January 2020, in order to make sure that pharmacists had to have a prescription from an
independent doctor - something unusual for most routine medicines available over the counter in
pharmacies in France. Why? To maximise profits for those developing vaccines and treatments and to
maximise suffering and death for those not able to get a prescription.
So, you've been lied to for generations. As far back as 1898, the Hearst media company was lying
about the USS Maine in order to provoke a war between the United States and Spain. Lies by
mainstream media, or, as I prefer to call them, hoax stream media, on behalf of major corporations has
continued ever since. You were declared an enemy of the state in amendments to the 1917 Enemy
Aliens act, and various purported wars on drugs, terror, and other amorphous activities have been used
to strip more and more of your freedom.
Mass murders have taken place before your eyes, at places like Mount Carmel, Texas and New York
City, and elsewhere, and you've been told to either blame the victims or blame people in some foreign
country. For decades, the United States government has been continuously at war with its own people
and has sent its troops around the world to Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Syria, Yemen, Mali, Somalia, and
many other places to engage in combat operations.
Phase one was a planned epidemic or plandemic. It was also a pan-robbery or heist-demic. Trillions of
dollars have been stolen. Small companies have been destroyed and most of them won't ever be
"bailed out." Those in power laugh at your powerlessness. Nancy Pelosi shows off her chocolates and
ice creams and tells you to admire her leadership.
Dr. Fauci, who has led the demand for your incarceration in your home and your social distancing in
public spaces, has been working with Bill Gates and others to force you to be vaccinated, force you to
have a bio-implanted chip, and force you to obey all orders if you are to be allowed to buy or sell
anything. Yes, Dr. Fauci, who speaks on behalf of the Trump administration in these matters, wants
you to take the mark of the beast of Revelation.
It looks like phase one has failed.
Phase Two Is Another War
Are you awake? Please wake up.
The next phase is to declare war, probably on some country like Iran or China, or on more than one.

Various excuses will be provided. Stories will come out "revealing" that the virus was created, not in
Maryland, but in Wuhan. China will be blamed. Or Iran will be blamed for some false flag in the
Persian Gulf.
Why a war? To get the conservative commentators firmly behind all measures to silence dissent,
imprison trouble makers like me, and thwart your freedom. There are very few conservatives who are
not great enthusiasts for war. War is very profitable for those who supply the war machines.
What are the objectives of the war, and of the phase one plandemic? The objectives are as follows:
1. Those involved in child pornography, child rape, and child cannibalism don't want to be prosecuted.
2. Those involved in pillaging the economy and destroying businesses and lives don't want to be
prosecuted.
3. Plenty of money is available to them through "deficit" spending where they claim you owe a share
of the "national debt" for which you never signed on terms you've never been shown and with
obligations out to infinity. Plenty of money is available to them through central bank "open market
operations" out to infinity. They want as much of that money as they can steal, they want it as soon as
possible, and they don't care how many people they hurt with unemployment or hyperinflation to get it.
There are probably other objectives, but those should be sufficient to outrage you. Are you awake yet?
Please wake up.
Nobody Is Coming to Save You
Nobody is coming to help. Nobody else cares about your freedom. Your freedom is yours. It is your
personal responsibility. All of it.
There are tools you can use to help yourself. 3D printed weapons. Encrypted communications.
Distributed public databases called blockchains. Virtual privacy networks. Mutual aid response teams.
There is a lot of knowledge and information available from people who have been awake for decades.
Many people want to help. But no one else has the power to save you from tyranny.
If you mean to be free, disobey. Break your chains. Take the equal station to which the laws of nature
and of nature's God entitle you. God created your soul and loves you. God wants you to be free.
Are you going to save yourself? Are you awake? Please wake up.
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